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CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF DERIVATIVES OF
SEQUENCES OF FUNCTIONS1

G. R. MACLANE

In a recent paper Dvoretzky [l ] discusses an interesting generaliza-

tion of a theorem of Walsh [2]. A striking supplement to Dvoretzky's

theorem is the following one.

Theorem.   There  exists  a  sequence  of functions

{fn}7,   fnEC\-K,   =0),

with lim„.00/„(x) =0, such that: if Nx is any subsequence of the natural

numbers with the property that there exists a sequence xni, niENi,

satisfying

(1) f'»i(xni) = 0,     and       lim  xni = 0,

then the sequence N2 complementary to Ni (i.e., N2 contains exactly

those natural numbers omitted by Ni) is infinite and

(2) lim sup   I    | f'n2(x) | dx = co
»,-•«>     Jo

for every h>0.

Proof. Let e„| 0 and let {X„} be the sequence 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3,

4, 1, • • ■ . Let {un} be a sequence of positive numbers such that

(3) tniln/Xn —>  CO , n —»   CO .

The functions /„(x) shall be odd and
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(e„sinX„x, 1*1^ ir/2\n,
f»(x) = I

€„ COS p,n ( X-1, X > x/2X„.
\        2Xn/

It is easily verified that fnEC1 and /„(x)—>0. The smallest zeros of

/„' (x) are ±7r/(2X„). Because of (1) and the nature of X„, any possible

N2 will contain infinitely many n2 associated with each possible value

of X. Thus A2 splits into disjoint infinite sequences Mp, p^l, such

that

\mp = p, mpE Mp.

For a given h>0, choose p such that ir/p^h. Then

/•A /• t/p

I     | f'mj,x) \dx>   \ | /„„(*) | dx
J 0 ^T/(2p)

r'p  I            /         x\|
= «n.pAtmp I sin ^MjlI x-hdx

J */(2p) I \ 2p) \

= em„  I | sin t\ dt t emp[nm /p],
Jo

and (2) follows from this inequality and (3).

Finally we note that Dvoretzky's use of the word "clearly" in the

third line after equation (6) is dubious.
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